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ARMA Northern Virginia Chapter 
Planning Meeting for FY 2012-2013 

August 15, 2012 
CSC 

 
Present: 
Elizabeth Adkins 
Elisabeth Butler 
Jack Frost 
Katherine Goodwin 
Charlie Herbek 
John Krysa 
Mark Mandel 
Mark Moore 
Carolyn Offutt  
Suzanne Swenson  
 
 
Absent: 
Anna Seiss Cooper 
George Darnell 
Justin Isaacs 
Leanne Peterson 
 
The President called the meeting to order and everyone made introductions. 
 
President’s Report 
The President gave a report on the 2012 Mid-Atlantic Region Leadership Conference. 
The GWDC Chapter was approached to host the 2014 conference. 
 
The form for new officers was sent to ARMA; there was question as to whether Leanne 
was added as Online Session of the Month Coordinator. 
 
Anna is responsible for the Chapter of the Year submission.  The results will be 
announced at the ARMA International Conference. 
 
The proposed project for the year is with colleges and universities. 
 
Secretary’s Report 
September’s meeting will include approval of July’s and August’s meeting minutes. 
 
When the meeting minutes have been approved, Rebecca will send them to Elisabeth 
to post on the website.  
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Treasurer’s Report 
Katherine sent the 990 to the board before she submitted it.  
The board discussed advertising revenue and where it fell under the categories. 
 
There was a question on the form as to whether officers have business relationships 
with other officers. Currently, this is the case.  Elizabeth agreed to ask ARMA  
and other chapters about any conflict of interest policies and other questions that 
seemed difficult to answer. There are guidelines on answering on ARMA website. 
 
Katherine sent the resolutions letter to the bank. Phil cashed the check for the financial 
review.  
 
Katherine presented the budget. 
 
Suzanne agreed to assist with handling scheduling with Marco Polo. The planning can 
be done by taking a list of meetings to Marco Polo for scheduling. Someone needs to be 
responsible for the logistics to get ready for each speaker, setting up every board 
meeting, and identifying any additional fees we might have. 
 
The board voted in early 2012 to raise the dues to $30 from 25 - this is included in the 
budget estimate.  To raise the dues, someone would need to contact ARMA; Carolyn 
needed to send the increased dues in a report to ARMA. Carolyn will check if we are we 
past the deadline to do this. Question arose as to whether raising the fees could be 
detrimental to us. Carolyn had provided information to Katherine; Katherine agreed to 
send it to Carolyn for review. 
 
The CRM workshop should not have a significant impact on the bank balance. 
 
Seminar expenses: Elizabeth checked and was approved to said she could set up room 
for sponsors and food and have seminar in auditorium, but we need to reserve sooner 
rather than later, as March is filling up quickly. 
 
Other fees need to be added:  

 QuickBooks monthly fee is about $15.  

 SurveyMoney is not needed all year long; the subscription was cancelled. 

  Add a category for miscellaneous, $500. 

 We need to add a category and budget accounting fees.  

 We do not currently provide anything to sponsors showing appreciation of their 
financial support. The board discussed possibly providing awards to each 
sponsor. $500 budgeted. 

 
The budget was passed as amended. 
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Membership 
Membership increased from 93 to 102 members in one year. There was no membership 
change in July and August.  
 
The numbers for unaffiliated members remained consistent – 353 members in the DC 
metro area are currently unaffiliated. Last year we offered to pay for two meetings for 
new members who joined the chapter after attending two meetings. This did not convert 
anybody, and the board did not vote to continue this last year.  
 
The board agreed that it wanted to do something with unaffiliated members, but was not 
sure two meetings free was the solution. There was agreement that one meeting free 
would suffice. Tracking could become a concern, especially as people do not always 
register in advance.  
 
We need to sell the benefits of membership vs. non-membership: Online Session of the 
Month, chapter rate for the CRM workshop. There was thought that the reduced chapter 
member rate could also be done for the seminar. 
 
The board was not sure that selling chapter membership to those already members of 
the GWDC or Metropolitan Maryland chapters was useful.  George moderated a 
session at the 2012 Mid-Atlantic Region Leadership Conference on this issue; either he 
or Rebecca will send his notes to the rest of the board. 
 
There was discussion over whether there was or should be a welcome plan for new 
members, and perhaps we should send one letter to new NOVA members and a 
different letter to unaffiliated members.  
 
There was thought that perhaps there could be a “special” category added to the 
registration screen for situations such as these, for when speakers register, etc. George 
would be responsible for adding this field. This may alleviate a tracking burden. Jack 
agreed to validate those who select “special” and see if they were unaffiliated and are 
now affiliated. Once validated, the registration fee would be taken care of. Motion 
passed to move forward with this. 
 
There was a request for a standard backup for name tags, registration lists, and other 
member activities. Elizabeth agreed to be the backup. 
 
We would like name tags for all attendees at each meeting. Jack was checking into an 
onsite printing device, but the device was discontinued.  He will come back with a 
proposal. 
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Education 
Mark sent the proposed schedule. 
 
September: proposed joint session with NCC AIIM on a Department of Interior 
implementation of Enterprise-wide electronic records management and email 
archiving in the cloud. This will be Thursday, September 13, at Clyde's Gallery Place, 
starting at about 4:30 PM. 
 
The board felt that while the session was of merit, the meeting year should not begin 
solely with a joint session. There was a proposal to have two meetings, with an idea to 
find someone speaking at the ARMA International conference from the local area, 
positing the meeting as a dry run for the conference.  Rebecca agreed to look through 
the speaker list for the ARMA conference and identify those who are local and who are 
giving a presentation in line with the theme. 
 
November was set as November 14 so as not to conflict with Thanksgiving. 
 
There was question over whether the December meeting could support both a speaker 
and Training Futures while giving both the full amount of time.  There was thought was 
that this could make the December meeting more highly attended. Question arose as to 
whether the speaker accounted for the lack of attendance or whether it was the time of 
the year. This was tabled. 
 
Is there too much emphasis on vendors? The idea was that vendors could bring or 
identify customers to speak. At the AIIM Conference the most attended sessions are the 
customer solutions sessions.  
 
Spring seminar: timing in March may be difficult; with a meeting, the DGI event and the 
seminar it was a busy month last year. The idea arose to move the seminar to February. 
We want to coordinate with the DGI seminar again. The seminar needs a task force for 
planning to assist Mark. Elizabeth and Rebecca agreed to assist. Seminar date was 
tentatively set for February 27, pending Elizabeth checking with CSC on availability.  
 
Regarding case studies as sessions: CSC is unable to bring a client,  Suzanne will 
check with ZAI to see if the same holds true.  
 
Question arose as to whether the AirSet message from George could be dressed up.  
George will look into this when he returns.  Mark will develop a flyer for each program.  
 
CRM seminar: We are gearing for announcement by August 20th. Elisabeth will set up a 
dummy page on the website, to fill in when ready. Speakers will be Deborah 
Armentrout, Rebecca Conner, and Cheryl Smith for parts 1 through 5, and Tod 
Chernikoff for part 6. Seminar will be on October 4 at Wiley Rein. 
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Sessions of the month: Leanne identified the sessions.  These need to be put online. 
 
Sponsors 
The goal is to target the same sponsors again. Last year the first payments came in 
December. Sponsors tend to be focused on the spring seminar. Not every sponsor 
takes advantage of the free people a month. It is not a problem to track when each 
sponsor signs up. There are three levels: Platinum ($1500), Gold ($1000), and Silver 
($500). The board agreed to run another program year with these levels and benefits 
offered. There was no concern about the number of sponsors. Suzanne will check with 
ZAI on renewal of its sponsorship. 
The criteria for lending our name to an event were discussed. There was question as to 
whether a task force was needed to determine the criteria. Perhaps ability to obtain 
CRM credits is a reason for marketing an event. Carolyn, Jack and Mark Moore agreed 
to work on this and return to the board in September with a report.  
 
Website  
The URL was moved, and a redirect page created. Search engines have picked up on 
the new website. Google picked it up after Elisabeth fooled around with the tags. 
Elisabeth will start work on the new site. Carolyn requested that the URL for the main 
page comes up without index.html. 
 
Elisabeth spoke with the Senate webmaster for advice on the website, on doing a blog. 
There are several free blogging services, and we can cross-reference them with the 
website. We can discuss new policies, thoughts and can rotate the blog around board 
members to post.  
 
Newsletter 
We have a newsletter. The board identified some changes to be made: 

 Using the Chapter PO Box for the address 

 Updating the website URL 

 Change the advertising box and list next year’s officers 

 Since this is a year-in-review newsletter, last year’s officers list is appropriate 

 Charlie’s name is misspelled 

 Board members need to update their affiliations.  
Carolyn will send the updates to Justin. When complete, Elisabeth will link the 
newsletter on the website.  
 
ICRM liaison  
Pre-certification for CRM credits is available for the seminar, but the ICRM does not do 
this for chapter meetings. John is waiting on information as to how to make the Session 
of the Month easy to document. John requested a member list to do a crosswalk against 
the CRM registry and identify the percentage of CRMs at the chapter. 
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AIEF  
There is an opportunity for raffle tickets for a 50/50 to raise money for AIEF. Carolyn will 
check with Lisa, the AIEF representative. We normally donate an item for the silent 
auction.  Rebecca will donate a handknit lace shawl.  
 
ARMA Conference 
Often, the chapter will hold a local get-together at conference.  It may be a Mid-Atlantic 
Region effort. This is the President’s responsibility, but Carolyn will not be attending. 
Mark will lead this effort.  
 
Mark, Rebecca, and Suzanne will be attending the conference. Suzanne and Rebecca 
will coordinate efforts to attend the Chapter Awards Luncheon and Leadership Meeting. 
 
Bylaws 
Elizabeth is reviewing the bylaws and identifying issues that need to be addressed.  
 
Other 
Jack agreed to serve as liaison to NCC AIIM. 
 
Elizabeth was selected for the ARMA 2013 Content Task Force. 
 
John will convey greetings from the chapter during any speaking engagements he has. 
 
Meeting adjourned. 
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Action Owner 

Ensure Online Sessions of the Month are set up ? 

Take responsibility for meeting logistics ? 

Chapter of the Year submission Anna 

Update affiliations Board 

Check on AIEF 50/50 Carolyn 

Check with ARMA if we can raise dues this year Carolyn 

Send newsletter updates to Justin Carolyn 

Identify criteria for lending name to an event Carolyn, Jack, Mark Moore 

Target sponsor renewals Charlie 

Ensure home page of website does not have index.html on it Elisabeth 

Link newsletter to website Elisabeth 

Set up blog for chapter Elisabeth 

Work on new website Elisabeth 

Ask ARMA and other chapters about conflict of interest policies Elizabeth 

Check with CSC on availability of February 27 for seminar Elizabeth 

Review bylaws and identify issues to be addressed Elizabeth 

Serve as member backup Elizabeth 

Add “Special” category to registration George 

Dress up AirSet messages George 

Track “Special” attendees Jack 

Do crosswalk between chapter members and ICRM members John 
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Identify how to make Sessions of the Month easier to document John 

Update newsletter Justin 

Add additional items to budget Katherine 

Send meeting cost information to Carolyn Katherine 

Develop flyer for each program Mark 

Lead effort for conference get together Mark 

Participate in task force for seminar Mark, Elizabeth, Rebecca 

Donate shawl for auction Rebecca 

Identify local speakers at the ARMA conference for possible September 

meeting 

Rebecca 

Send George’s notes on selling membership from Regional Leadership 

Conference to board 

Rebecca or George 

Assist with scheduling Marco Polo Suzanne 

Check with ZAI if they can identify a client to speak at meeting Suzanne 

Check with ZAI on sponsor renewal Suzanne 

Attend Chapter Award Luncheon and Leadership Meeting Suzanne and Rebecca 

 


